OxySense
Non-Invasive Optical Oxygen Analyzers and Permeation Testing Solutions

**Accessories**

**SENSORS AND CALIBRATION**

- **OxyDot (O2xyDot®)**
- **O2xyDot Application Kit** Part # 300267-502
- **Calibration Chamber** Part # 300362-501

- **Dot Plastic Substrate**: Part # C-650-100
- **Dot Glass Substrate**: Part # C-601-100
  [For liquids and high temperature environments].

**INVASIVE OXYGEN TESTING**

- **Sidewinder Needle**
- **Package of Needles**: Part # 300378-501
- **Invasive Adapter**: Part # 300363-501
- **Bottle and Can Press** - Part # 300270-504

**PERMEATION - OTR (Oxygen Transmission Rate)**

- **Permeation Chamber** Part # 300364-501
- **Permeation Gas Flow Meter** Part # 300446-501
- **BottlePerm Fixture** Part # 300450-501
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SENSING OXYGEN WITHIN A PACKAGE / PET BOTTLE

O₂xyDot® Sensors

The O₂xyDot is placed in the package/container prior to filling and sealing. Afterwards, the oxygen concentration can be determined through the power of non-invasive measurements.

Dot Plastic Substrate: Part # C-650-100

Dot Glass Substrate: Part # C-601-100
(For liquids and high temperature environments).

OxySense Inc. is the leading supplier of optical oxygen measurement systems to the packaging industries. OxySense instruments can be found in the leading packaging labs around the world.
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